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IMPORTANT NOTICES
Cautionary Note on Forward-Looking Statements
All statements contained in this Whitepaper, statements made in press releases or in any
place accessible by the public and oral statements that may be made by The Digital
Reserve, P.B.C. and/or the Distributor or their respective directors, executive officers or
employees acting on behalf of The Digital Reserve, P.B.C. or the Distributor (as the case may
be), that are not statements of historical fact, constitute “forward-lookingstatements”. Some
of these statements can be identified by forward-looking terms such as “aim”, “target”,
“anticipate”, “believe”, “could”, “estimate”, “expect”, “if”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”, “possible”,
“probable”, “project”, “should”, “would”, “will” or other similar terms. However, these terms
are not the exclusive means of identifying forward-looking statements. All statements
regarding The Digital Reserve, P.B.C.’s and/or the Distributor’s financial position, business
strategies, plans and prospects and the future prospects of the industry which The Digital
Reserve, P.B.C. and/or the Distributor is in are forward-looking statements. These forwardlooking statements, including but not limited to statements as to The Digital Reserve, P.B.C.’s
and/or the Distributor’s revenue and profitability, prospects, future plans, other expected
industry trends and other matters discussed in this Whitepaper regarding The Digital
Reserve, P.B.C. and/or the Distributor are matters that are not historic facts, but only
predictions.

No Offer of Securities or Registration
This Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not
intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investment in securities in
any jurisdiction. No person is bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment
and no cryptocurrency or other form of payment is to be accepted on the basis of this
Whitepaper. Any agreement in relation to any sale and purchase of tokens (as referred to in
this Whitepaper) is to be governed by only the T&Cs of such agreement and no other
document. In the event of any inconsistencies between the T&Cs and this Whitepaper, the
former shall prevail.
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ABSTRACT

The Digital Reserve is structured to provide the infrastructure for increased on-chain liquidity
and institutional microfinance; disrupting a $100 Billion dollar market that is growing greater
than 15% per year. This includes a strategy to move from centralized development to
decentralization. The Digital Reserve Blockchain (“The Digital Reserve”) is a novel
microfinance institution designed to produce economic gain for stakeholders and a
sustainable model for increasing financial inclusion. The Digital Reserve is a pseudoanonymous peer to peer network secured by a fee based Proof of Stake algorithm and
quantum resistant cryptographic signatures. This network will utilize a modified Directed
Acyclic Graph or GHOST to minimize block times and increase scalability. As a development
of the ability for Blockchain networks to establish a distributed consensus based economy,
one of the primary advancements will be the Denarii protocol’s utilization of the staked
transactions. They will be treated as working assets allocated to users based upon
increasingly stringent conditions as the amounts increase. The Denarii protocol will follow
parameters established by a dynamic machine learning process that tracks borrowing rates,
defaults and overall transactions to normalize the monetary supply to boundary conditions.
This includes a strategy to move from centralized development to decentralization.
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OVERVIEW

Blockchain and Distributed ledger
technology bring profound and systemic
change to existing financial systems
(Placeholder1).

The Digital Reserve Network (“DRN”) is a
peer-to-peer distributed ledger, secured
by cryptographic signatures and governed
by the Denarii Protocol. The base currency
unit of the DRN is the Denarii Token.
Groundbreaking use cases such as Bitcoin and Ethereum have shown the potential to
redefine the assumptions of our current economic institutions and existing financial
systems1. The Digital Reserve aims to be a part of the solution in redefining the World
Economy through the establishment of a registered microfinance institution. Microfinance is
currently a $100 billion dollar market that has grown greater than 15% per year over the past
decade. The Digital Reserve’s mission is to leverage Blockchain technology to create a
sustainable microfinance institution that innovates monetary policy within the
cryptocurrency ecosystem. This will increase the accessibility of capital to more people and
improve the lives of people where traditional financial institutions are failing. The Digital
Reserve is a proof of stake distributed ledger and Blockchain that requires stakers to commit
funds for a defined period of time (referred to throughout this white paper as “X number of
Ages”) expressed through Denarii Protocol.
The base currency of the Digital Reserve is Denarii. Stakers are rewarded by receiving
transaction fees and the opportunity to mint new Denarii in accordance with the monetary
policy. Funds committed by stakers will act as working asset through the Reserve which can
be borrowed by users to fund activities they believe to have higher returns than staking. The
activation of staked funds will reduce the on-chain token scarcity by introducing borrowers
who can put the working assets to new work2. Through the activation of staked tokens, the
network will focus on economic productivity instead of deflationary value. It will also
introduce pseudo-anonymous borrowing and financial accessibility to disadvantaged
communities around the world. Integrations and partnerships with other services and
offerings in the decentralized application ecosystem also represent a substantial value in
ensuring the best practices are utilized.

1

A 2015 World Economic Forum survey of over 800 executives revealed that 58% of respondents expected
that 10% of global gross domestic product will be stored on the Blockchain by 2025. (WEF 2015).
2
The Digital Reserve is the synthesis of the lessons learned from Bitcoin’s establishment, the research of
Ethereum, developments in peer to peer networking, the impact of microfinance and consensus building.
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

Denarii Protocol
The Digital Reserve Foundations first product will be the implementation of the
Denarii Protocol on the Digital Reserve Blockchain. The Digital Reserve Blockchain
is a peer-to-peer distributed ledger, secured by cryptographic signatures, utilizing
the denarii token as its base currency. The protocol administering the Digital
Reserve Blockchain is the Denarii Protocol.
There are three important accounts that the Denarii Protocol governs: general pseudo
anonymous accounts/ wallets, smart accounts and secured accounts through identity
authentication.

Denarii Wallet
The Denarii Wallet is the most basic account available to users of the Digital
Reserve Blockchain. The Denarii wallet is a pseudo-anonymous
accounts/wallet that enables users to participate in transactions with other
users of the network3. These transactions will be unrestricted and allow fast
secure transactions anywhere in the world.
Denarii Wallet - Basic Account Features







No overdraft or maintenance fees
Elimination of Intermediaries
Transaction confirmations in approximately 10 seconds.
Asset Class recognition
Recurring transactions
Send denarii to any email address

3

Transactions will be supported by a network that allows final confirmation times in approximately 10 seconds and
will be available through mobile app transactions or online.
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Denarii Vault
The Denarii Vault is the most comprehensive account available to users of
the Digital Reserve Blockchain. Denarii Vaults are responsible for executing
the lending protocol and the staking protocol. A Denarii Vault account
enables users to participate in staking and a chance to increase their denarii
holdings by competing for block rewards4. Denarii Vault accounts also
enables users to participate in the Digital Reserve Blockchain lending pool 5.
Denarii Vault - Basic Account Features





Basic Denarii Wallet Functionality
Staking participation
Lending
Block Reward Payment

Denarii ID
The Denarii ID account is the last account type used in the Digital Reserve
Blockchain. These accounts are responsible connected to authenticated
identities through a system of oracles and validating protocols. The
purpose of these accounts are to have accounts/wallets that can be used
to build credit reputation over time. This credit reputation or
creditworthiness rating can then be used to access the Digital Reserve Blockchain’s lending
pool for short term micro financing from 1 wampum (1/10th of a denarii) to 20,000 denarii.
These accounts can be created out of any pseudo-anonymous account and have all the
benefits of the pseudo-anonymous accounts. The secured accounts/wallets will include a
payment schedule, terms of the loan and access to best financial practices.
Denarii ID - Basic Account Features


Basic Denarii Wallet functionality

4

The denarii supply will increase with an exponential decay rate for the first 5 years starting at around 50% then
maintain a rate of approximately 3%. This supply will be distributed to the stakers. In addition, this part of the smart
account/wallet will control the distribution of the transaction fees from basic wallet transactions.
5
This is a secondary function from the known deposit time frames. The smart account allocates the payments to
the various participants in the lending pool. The rate of return for the lending pool will be a direct result of the
payment rate on the short-term loans. The average rate for microfinance loans is 26%. This rate will fluctuate
depending on the default rates.
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Borrowing
Credit reputation
Digital Identity

Product/Service Customer Examples
Staker
John has been working a steady job for the past 6 years. He is listening to the news and
hears that the price of his cable and milk is going up by 3% because of inflation. He then
looks at his savings account and realizes he is only getting a .05% return. He decides this is
unacceptable. He then hears about the Digital Reserve. It is registered with the proper
authorities and currently has great returns because it cuts out the bank while providing
microfinance opportunities to the disadvantaged. John realizes that this idea sounds really
good. To be able to make a better return while also helping others. It is ideal. He decides to
load the software on his tablet and buys some denarii on an exchange. Then he decides to
stake 5% from his personal savings. A month later he checks on the progress of his accounts
and realizes that he has had a 1.5% return in 1 month. This is 3x greater than what he received
throughout the year. He also sees a message in his account from one of the borrowers
thanking him for helping them be able to make feed their children while they were preparing
to start their new job. He realizes, he is part of something new and important. He decides to
move some more money to the Digital Reserve Blockchain because it is worth it.
Borrower
Janus has been unemployed for 3 weeks since the factory she worked at closed. Her
childhood friend tells her that he wants to make her a business partner in his new design
business. He sends Janus all the materials, but they won't get paid until the order is filled.
Janus doesn’t have any credit history and has three children to feed. She can’t wait until the
order is filled. She then sees a sign on the bus about the Digital Reserve, loans for those who
need them the most. She decides to check the app store on her phones and finds the app
in her language. She signs up and authenticates her account. 10 minutes later she borrows
5 denarii with a payback period of 3 weeks, more than enough time to get her orders filled.
She then sees there is a search feature and finds a local market that takes denarii. There is
also a message below that provides instructions for how to exchange denarii for cash if
necessary. She buys some rice, eggs and beans and walks home.
3 weeks later she pays back the loan, leaves a message and gets a notification that her credit
rank has increased and short video on ways others use their Denarii. She then realizes, that
she can use the Digital Reserve to buy additional materials while building her credit.
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Network Architecture
Current Blockchain networks are transactional systems secured by cryptographic proofs and design
incentives governed by consensus. These transactional system typically take the form of Proof of
Work or Proof of Stake. Proof of Work is a computational sound and energy intensive method for
securing the network. Thus, for a number of environmental, economic, and efficiency reasons Proofof Stake design implementations have come to be seen as the way of the future. However, the selfreferential nature of Blockchain protocols creates obstacles in many initial proof of stake
implementations6. The Digital Reserve Network Architecture aims to resolve a number of the major
challenges proof of stake protocols by addressing clearly defined issues throughout this white
paper7.

Staking, Transactions and Fees
The Digital Reserve proposes a fee based proof of stake implementation in order to secure
the network and provide incentives to network participants to act in accordance with the
protocol.
The Digital Reserve will segment each N set of blocks as an “Age”. These ages will represent
the staking period for a set of participants8. The participants who engage in staking
transactions must send a staking transaction or re-stake transaction prior to each Age. These
transactions 10 must contain the following:
 The Value of the Transaction = A
 The rate of fees = r
These values will be used to govern the operations and transactions of the denarii protocol’s
stake pool. During the transactions in the following Age the fees and stakes will be managed
by the denarii protocol. This delay is to create a form of check pointing and increase the
difficulty for creating false histories and chains.

6

BitFury Group, Proof of Stake vs. Proof of Work - White Paper, September 13, 2015
These issues include design issues such as the “Nothing at Stake” and Initial Distribution quandaries as well as
network security logistics including the following: Long Range Attack, Short Range Attack (Bribe Attack),
Precomputing Attack, Denial of Service Attack, Sybil Attack, and Quantum Computing Attack.
8
During this staking period, the staked funds are inaccessible as they are being used to secure the Blockchain and
validate transactions.
7
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All stakes will be gathered into an automated staking algorithm. These staking algorithms
will make a group micro transaction representing all the stakers in every block. These fees
will be deducted whether stakers are actively
participating in securing the network or not. This is
to encourage the active securing of the network.
There are two parts to activity. The first part is
staking, the second part is actively confirming and
validating transactions. As seen in figure X.
To become the winner of a block, the participant
must be actively online securing the network. The
winning minter will provide a claim transaction
using the value from their primary hash chain with
the secondary hash providing the additional
security measures. This reveal will be computed
from proportional stake of the potential winners
and current seed to evaluate the lowest value. The
seed will be modified by the hash-reveal of the
winner minter introducing probabilistic entropy.
The winner of this block will then initiate the special
transaction to mint the reward for the winner X block prior.
This staggered reward system provides further incentive
for operating in line with the protocol because negative
deviance would not provide any immediate DRI off.
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Network Propagation/Transactions Per Second
Scalability and efficiency within the Blockchain network are important considerations for
distributed ledger technologies. VISA standard transactions speeds, approximately 2000
transactions per second, is considered by many to be the optimal implementation 9.
The Digital Reserve will implement a modified version of the Ghost Protocol or Inclusive
Blockchain Protocol in order to increase transaction processing speed while maintaining
security assurances10. The modified Ghost/Hybrid DAG Protocol will leverage the
propagation patterns of the network to include the directly related blocks and the parallel
blocks11. Ultimately this will allow for the potential of less than 1 second blocks and
confirmations in under 11 seconds12. In addition, this provides the ability to reward the work
done in propagation.
The fundamental components of this implementation are:




Blocks reference a parent and must specify their ancestor’s branches
A branch ancestor in a block cannot be a direct ancestor of the block
A branch ancestor in a block must be a child of the ancestor of the block

9

https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Scalability
Yonatan Sompolinsky and Aviv Zohar, Secure High-Rate Transaction Processing in Bitcoin, (White Paper 2015).
11
As transactions are propagated there may be multiple minters of blocks from opposing ends of the networks. By
allowing the recognition of the work by minters who provide new blocks and information to the network, efficiency
and potential transactions per second are increased. Thus the optimal chain is not just the longest chain, but the
chain with the most network ties.
12
(Somopolinsky 2016)
10
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Solving “Nothing at Stake”
A major outstanding issue with current Proof of Stake implementations is what is known as
the “Nothing at Stake” issue. Naive implementations of Proof of Stake do not decrease the
incentive of attempting to propagate and potentially mint alternative chains. Thus, the
rational behavior in naive Proof of Stake systems is to mint blocks on top of any branches of
which the user is aware because there is little risk or significant cost in doing so. This provides
a relatively simple point of failure that implicitly encourages double spending. It is easy to
assume that this will be opposed by users with large stakes, but the effort necessary to
enact a double spending attacks is reduced dramatically.
The Digital Reserve solution is very simple. In addition to staked transactions, fees are paid
at each block from the staked transaction pool for every participant. These fees would be
included in the block and be analogous to hashing in the overall probability of minting the
block13. In addition, conditions would be set where the staked deposits would be penalized
for protocol deviations

13

This mirrors the physical and mathematical implementation of proof of work by paralleling the purchase of
equipment as an asset and expending energy on resolving the difficulty equations.
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ECONOMICS AND THE DENARII PROTOCOL
One of the most significant innovations to be born out of Blockchain technology is the ability
to create and maintain self executing monetary protocols and controls. The Digital Reserve
proposes a new paradigm: The Denarii Protocol14.
The Denarii Protocol will execute and manage the Digital Reserve’s monetary issuance, P2P
lending architecture, and risk management implementations. In addition, the Denarii
Protocol will be governed by a dynamic machine learning process that optimizes the
monetary parameters for growth.
Monetary Policy and Issuance
The goal of the monetary policy and issuance in the Digital Reserve is to support the growth
and adoption of the network through active utility of denarii for investment activities. The
monetary supply of the Digital Reserve will have an upper bound determined by hard
coded/predefined rate of emission to minters during the first X ages. This period will be to
gain market adoption through large incentives to participate in the network. In addition, this
period will provide the training data for the underlying algorithms powering the Denarii
Protocol.
The baseline for the monetary policy will operate under the bounded conditions where an
interest feedback rule is used15:

it = .04 + 1.5 (πt - .02) +. 5(yt - ȳt)
Where the it is an operating target for the interest rates, πt is the inflation rate (measured by
the issuance rates), yt is the log of real GDP (measured as the return rate from lending and
transaction analysis), and ȳt is the log of “potential output” (identified empirically with a linear
trend).
The first X years of the Digital Reserve will provide the indicators, ingredients and patterns
necessary for the protocol’s implementation of Vector Autoregression (VAR) (Rotemberg
14

The monetary protocol for the Digital Reserve reflect the synthesis of monetary economic theory inspired by
Milton and Taylor into a market based ecosystem.
15
Taylor, M. B.,. Bitcoin and the age of bespoke silicon. In Proceedings of the 2013 International Conference on
Compilers, Architectures and Synthesis for Embedded Systems (p. 16), IEE (2013, September)
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1997) of the various variables and optimizing model to maximize the networks parameters.
This model will focus on stabilizing growth while maintaining a zero interest rate floor 16.
Complete stabilization is not the expectation, but rather an internal economy that fosters
investment and the pursuit of increasing the network value.
The evaluation of the network by the denarii policy over time will consider the following
factors and more: transactions, network hops and propagating metrics, stake, topology
changes, total stake, total lending, default rate and more in establishing parameters for the
model.

The Initial Distribution Problem
Initial distribution is an issue where centralization during the network’s existence is
perpetuated by the initial token supply holders. This is typically caused by a lack of incentive
for holders of the coins to exchange their coins with third parties. Part of this is due to proof
of stake potentially increasing scarcity. This leads to the value of existing tokens and their
coin balance directly contributing to increasing the value of their held balance. In Proof of
Work systems, adopters are typically in the same position as other users and can invest in
hardware to participate. In many existing Proof of Stake systems, early adopters have an
advantage. Other implementations use hybrid proof of work to introduce new coins.
The Digital Reserve solution currently has a two pronged approach to pursuing a
uniform/normal distribution. The first is a design decision and the second is an
implementation decision. The design decision to provide microfinance loans backed by the
proof of stake algorithm increases accessibility to coins. In addition, the long-term access to
these cryptocurrency loans provides a basis to increase the economic productivity of the
network and encourage borrowers to participate in activities with a greater rate of return
than current stakers experience. This rate must be greater than staking, otherwise, people
will just stake their borrowed denarii. Therefore, participants in the microfinance system
have an incentive to provide goods or services that results in current holders exchanging
their held coins. The implementation decision is a contractual and potentially programmed
distribution following network establishment to distribute the coins from development
patrons with larger sets of ownership. This will require the use of established oracles (TLS)
to initiate the distribution activities based on the conditions of the agreements.

16

This is hardcoded into the protocol and the parameters will adjust to meet this requirement
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P2P Lending Architecture
The Digital Reserve aims to position itself as not only a store of value but as a sustainable
and scalable Microfinance Institution (MFI) administered by the Denarii Protocol. The Digital
Reserve implements a new on-chain P2P lending architecture - rewarding lenders with
interest payments while empowering the disadvantaged, underserved communities and
micro entrepreneurs by providing them with access to capital17. In so doing, the Digital
Reserve aims to open the door to truly reduce economic disparities by implementing
intelligent constraints and systems directly into the heart of the Denarii Protocol.
Currently, most Blockchain implementations emphasize an economic system that primarily
rewards and values holding within the Blockchain exchange communities. This is a design
decision that can potentially be exasperated with the implementation of Proof of Stake
systems18.
In current Proof of Stake designs, users stake their holdings as collateral and are thus
incentivized to honestly validate transactions on the network. In return, the reward for honest
activity provides the stakers with the potential to receive newly minted/mined tokens and
transaction fees. Thus, users are able to utilize their on-chain holdings as a working
asset19. However, as discussed above, the problem with this implementations is that it runs
into the “nothing at stake” problem.
The Digital Reserve proposes to leverage staked funds as the lending pool for on-chain
micro loans. This implementation aims to mitigate the compounding deflationary effects of
hoarding while enabling economic growth and wellbeing through borrowers investing
activities20.

17

In 2015, approximately $100 billion dollars in microloans were distributed to people worldwide. These varied
from an average of $200 dollars in South Asia to $3,000 in Eastern Europe and Central Asia. (Aizenman, 2016)
Forecasts expect this to continue to grow at around 15% per year. (Dunford, 2006; Littlefield, Morduch, & Hashemi,
2003)
18
Proof of Stake implementations reward funds that are held within an account.
19
This can even be seen in proof of work systems. The investment of resources to purchase the computing
software necessary to effectively participate can be classified as a working asset. Thus, proof of stake simply shifts
the weight and class of asset being put to work. There are some mathematical benefits to proof of work, but
proper incentive alignments in proof of stake can reach an effectively equivalent level of security.
20
They can chose to reinvest it activities they consider having a higher return. This increased liquidity in the system
directly encourages an increase in transactions. The increase in this liquidity provides incentive to capture greater
value thus increasing the fundamental economic growth of the network
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Digital Identity, Reputation and Oracles
The Denarii Protocol ties the ability to access lending from staked transactions to a unique
digital identity and reputation. The innate difficulty of ensuring a unique digital identity from
a singular authentication source requires that a combination of authentication systems be
used to create limited unique digital identities.
The authentication process will utilize oracle's or 3rd party authenticators to create unique
digital identities. The nature of the authenticator will determine its level of trust within the
Denarii Protocol. Once a boundary level of trust is reached or exceeded, eligibility to
participate in the lending process will be granted by the protocol. The authentication
process will be used to determine that the user is real, unique and singular. These pseudoanonymous accounts will have the ability to hold connected Denarii wallets that can be
considered as part of their level of trust/reputation analysis.
The Denarii Protocol will perform analysis over time to determine how the various
boundaries conditions to maintain a sustainable Digital Reserve architecture affect the
lending pool and adjust the rate and risks accordingly. The penalty for delinquent and nonpayment will be a lowering of the reputation score and position in the lending pool.
The approach for determining the loan participants will be through a dual layered approach:
risk based loan pricing and auction. Based upon the available staking pool, risk assessment
of borrower (level of trust, reputation, and protocol analysis) and interest rate boundaries,
auction tiers will be created. Participants will then be able to bid at their preferred rates.
There will be a batch offering to every tier. From these factors the system will optimize
based upon the given conditions.
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Interest Rate Formula
The composition of the Denarii Protocol will allow it to set and adjust interest rates
autonomously every X Ages by relying on the following equation

𝐶𝐹 =

𝑇𝐸 + 𝐶𝐹 + 𝐿𝐿 + 𝐾
− 𝐼𝐼
1 − 𝐿𝐿

The effective yield (R) per X Ages charged on the loans is a function the percentage of
average Loan Portfolio (LP) outstanding, Transaction Expenses (TE), the Cost of Funds (CF),
Loan Losses (LL), target capitalization rate (K) and investment income (II).
The variables should be represented as a % or decimal fraction. For example, the
Transaction Expense (TE) percentage is equal to the Total Transactions Fees (TTF) for
serving the loans divided by the average Loan Portfolio (LP).

𝑇𝐸 =

𝑇𝑇𝐹
𝐿𝑃

The Cost of Funds (CF) is the average cost as a percentage to using the staking pool portion
of the outstanding lending (SP ) and staked transactions portion of outstanding lending (ST )
to operate the borrowing component of the denarii protocol. Another way to classify this is
the interest rate (i) for using the funds. This value will be bounded by the denarii protocol
from 0 to X%. It is important to note that the
LP

𝐶𝐹 =

LP

(𝑆𝑃𝐿𝑃 × 𝑖)(𝑆𝑇𝐿𝑃 × 𝑖)
𝐿𝑃

The Loan Loss rate (LL) is the loss due to defaulted loans during X ages. The loan loss rate
is used to denote loans that are considered lost or unlikely to be recovered and is distinct
from the rate of delinquent payment. The target capitalization rate (K) is the profit the denarii
protocol garners after the expenses. This can range from 0 to X%.This portion is important to
cover past and future losses. It is also a sustainable practice that can further strengthen the
viability of the denarii protocol over time. A rate of 5-15% is typically suggested, but the
constraints of the denarii protocol and economic systems will most likely position 5% as a
maximum rate for K. This will be dependent on a variety of Monte Carlo simulations.
From this baseline operation the denarii protocol will allocate and approve the borrowing
bids.
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Risk Management Implementations
In order to implement a sustainable and effective micro financing implementation, the
Digital Reserve proposes the following solutions to some of the risks associated with MFIs
including:






Credit Risk
Liquidity Risk
Operational or Management Risk
Interest Rate Risk
Reputation Risk

Capitalization Protocol
The goal of the Digital Reserve is to provide a sustainable and scalable model. Therefore,
one of the most important features of Denarii Protocol is that it operates with a conservative
approach to lending - exceeding the capitalization standards set in U.S. banking regulation
and the Basel Accords21.
First, the Denarii Protocol will provide borrowing only to the limit that the staked transaction
fees and denarii issuance policy can cover. At a minimum the staked transaction fees will
cover the default with no direct loss to any participant in the system.
Second, the Denarii Protocol will ensure that the governing algorithm will always maintain
the reserves necessary to cover all outstanding debts even with a 100% risk of default in the
case of sudden economic shock.
Third, in accordance with best practices the Denarii Protocol will maintain a Tier 1 Capital
Common Ratio greater than 1. If the transaction fees and monetary issuance rate drops
below 1 lending will automatically cease until the reserves are rebuilt.

21

Mark Jickling and Edward V. Murphy, Who regulates whom? An overview of U.S. Financial Supervision,
Congressional Research Service (December 8, 2010).
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Credit risk/Delinquency Management
Credit risk represents the potential loss resulting from the quality of the Denarii Protocol’s
managed assets, particularly its loan portfolio.
Therefore, the Denarii Protocol employs a limited set of penalty options for delinquency
including: the loss of access to service, reputation score reduction and credit score
reductions, loss of access to future loans for a specified time period. Therefore, the
emphasis in the denarii protocol will be on rewarding on-time payments. These options
include larger follow up loans and positive reputation growth which can be connected to
credit scores. The protocol may also include potential rewards for timely payment.
Liquidity Risk
Liquidity risk refers to the risk of a user incurring additional expenses for borrowing relatively
expensive short-term funds to finance an illiquid position. Liquidity management is the
process of ensuring that the demand for funds is readily met without additional borrowing.
The goal of liquidity management is to maintain an acceptable level of liquidity while
balancing the need to earn revenue. Due to the fiscally conservative nature of the Denarii
Protocol excess liquidity has the potential to be a significant obstacle. This can occur if the
staked deposits is less than the staked transaction fees. In order to circumvent this, the
Denarii Protocol will wait X ages before reducing interest rates and opening the lending pool.
Interest Rate Risk
Interest rate risk is another potential problem point that must be addressed. While the
increased liquidity of implementing the conservative denarii protocol has many benefits,
growing adoption rates can still cause sudden spikes of deflation, (increasing the purchasing
power per Denarii). This lack of stability can result in borrowers needing a to meet their
obligations. However, one of the mitigating factors for this risk is that the repayment periods
are relatively short. Traditionally, the interest rate risk is most prevalent over long term loan
periods. Therefore, this is an important consideration for borrowers to take account.
Once a point of stability from adoption and utilization is reached 22, the interest rate risk
should diminish based on simulations of the networks parameters.
The Denarii Protocol will rely on a machine learning algorithm in order to mitigate interest
rate risk. The algorithm will aim to identify trends in transactions that are beneficial to
predicting growth indicators. Optimally 3rd party APIs could enhance this feature.

22

You can define here
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NETWORK SECURITY

The Digital Reserve is positioning
itself to become an alternative The website, GitHub, shared files, bank
access to capital and opportunity. accounts, cryptocurrency holdings, etc. will
This vision for the establishment of all be held to the highest security
a contender in financial institutions, expectations to create a solid foundation for
particularly financial accessibility the Digital Reserve’s growth.
makes the security assumptions
and protocol for the Digital Reserve
vital. The Digital Reserve is first and foremost the set of protocols that governs operations.
However, the security of a network is not just the job of the protocol, but the community,
developers and users. As such, the initial development team will have in-depth and
thorough 3rd party cyber security and penetration audits prior to the launch and any
significant updates to the codebase thereafter. This will determine any weaknesses in the
organization or network. In addition to the security audit of the codebase, it is also necessary
to consider future threats and capabilities.
Long Range Attack
The use of computational investment to build alternative Blockchain network histories is a
concern. This is prevented in Proof of Work type systems because of the difficulty of
computations. With proof of stake systems, it is possible to establish an alternative history. In
addition, when a new node connects to the network, there is not an external metric to verify
the authenticity of the correct chain. This second issue is typically resolved in practice
because majority of nodes download their nodes from a trusted and relatively centralized
source. However, in the pursuit of of decentralization, this still presents a philosophical and
growth issue.
The Digital Reserve will utilize the secondary hash chains created to provide an independent
and computationally difficult variable to duplicate. While the attacker is able to store the
reveals from the past validators, they would also have to duplicate the secondary hashes.
This process has been shown to have the same computationally difficulty as found in proof
of work (QRL 2017).
Short Range (Bribe Attack)
While infeasible from a practical sense, this attack is based around an attacker performing
a transaction than offering a reward to users that mint on top of a the attacker’s chain that
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does not include the transaction. This could be maintained until the length of the chain
exceed the correct Blockchain.
Digital reserve resolves this issue with the Fee based deposit system. Thus, a failure of the
attack would damage the users attempting to accept the bribe and potentially result in a
loss of their stake.
Precomputing attack
This is another computation based attack that is introduced with Proof of Stake. Essentially,
the minter of a block can attempt to add additional transactions into their block before
signing to create a final block hash that is more likely to be won by them. In this manner, the
attacker can attempt to build a history of weighted/longer blocks that are in the attacker's
favor. Thus they would be able to win more fees and special transactions. The primary
constraints of this attack without mitigating factors is the attacker’s stake proportion, the
number of separate staking accounts in consideration and the protocol to derive the hash
from the transactions.
The Digital Reserve proposes to resolve this issue through a public seed being determined
before the transitions between ages. Ages are X blocks. The last Y blocks of the current age,
participants must reveal their first value in hash-chain A. Therefore, the next age’s seed will
be determined by the XOR (a one or the other, but not both aka exclusive selections) of all
the reveals from the participants in the Staker selection pool. This seed will be updated in
the epoch and attempts to manipulate the seed will result in the loss of staking deposits.
Denial of Service Attack
Denial of Service (DoS) attacks are a shared vulnerability of proof of work and proof of stake.
The aim of DoS attacks are to disrupt normal network operations by congesting, slow
downing or halting it by flooding the network and node. The nature of Blockchain
technology eliminates a single node of failure because it is a distributed ledger.
The Digital Reserve plans to introduce a number of DoS prevention and deterrence
protocols. These are built upon the version 0.7.0 bitcoin codebase. A few are provided
below.
 Nodes do not propagate double-spend transactions
 Nodes do not propagate the same packets to the same peer twice
 Maintain a DoS score for connected peers in the topology and disconnect from peers
that do not comply with the protocol
 Ban IP addresses that misbehave for a specified time period
 Accepted data structures minimize loops
 Limiting of parameters
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Sybil Attacks
Sybil attacks are meant to disrupt the network by creating numerous nodes which are
pervasive within the network. This type of attack can be exploited in a number of ways. It
can be used to segment nodes or isolate them from the network. This is an issue for proof
of stake and proof of work.
The Digital Reserve recognizes Sybil attacks still require investment in the network to be
effective. In addition, the use of computationally intelligent network topology like ant colony
optimization or behavior pattern clustering can mitigate some of the sybil attack issues.
Quantum Computing Attacks
Currently, existing financial institutions and governments are implementing quantum
resistant signatures23. A 10-year risk assessment has identified quantum computing as a
relevant threat. This is a security measure to ensure the effective and secure operation of
the Digital Reserve network. As a key infrastructure measure, this is a risk mitigation activity
and value proposition as the capability of quantum computers reach a state of stability and
scalability. Despite the ease and accessibility of the Elliptical Key Cryptography used by
most Blockchain and distributed ledger implementations, they are highly susceptible to
future quantum computing attacks. They are also vulnerable to a storage and future
decryption attack.
Currently, proven zero knowledge quantum resistance cryptographic measures do not exist.
Therefore, despite the interest, they will not be considered until sufficient study has been
done24.
In the pursuit of long-term stability and long-term vision, the Digital Reserve will also utilize
the draft implementations of the Multi-tree extended hash-based signatures. This is built
upon the post quantum Extended Hash-Based Signatures (XMSS) (Buchmann 2011) which
uses the Winternitz OTS+ (Hüsling 2013) as its foundation. This implementation is expected
to provide additional security and reduction in signature speed. In the pursuit of scalability
and security, the Digital Reserve has chosen to implement quantum resistant signatures
proactively. This implementation will create additional computational overhead. However,
this also provides the opportunity to discover and implement other efficiencies. Digital
Reserve leverages the experience of The Quantum Resistant Ledger and IOTA. They both
use signatures schemes based on Winternitz OTS+ providing context for implementation.
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(Peterson 2017).
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Abstraction as advocated by Ethereum just moved the signatures to the algorithm, but if there is not
100% adoption of a quantum signature within the system, then the vulnerability will remain.
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